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March 3, 2017

Wandsworth Friends of the Earth:
Group Meeting, 8th March, 2017 DRAFT

Note
1)

Action

Welcome, attendees and apologies
Those present were as follows:
Mike Grahn (MG)
Jeanette Leigh (JL)
Peter McLoughlin (PMcL)
Lynne McNulty (LMcN)
Stuart Oliver (SO)
Cathy Schade (CS)
Terry Brown– Coordinator (TGB)
Apologies had been received from Susie Morrow
AGM
It was decided that the group were quote and the AGM could commence.
Treasurers report:
In April 2016 we had £303.51 in our bank account and we currently have a total of
£297.51.
Hon. Treasurer’s report in full is included in Appendix 1 below. It was reviewed in outline
at the meeting and no queries were raised.
WFOE has now opened an account with Metrobank, as our previously used bank, Unity
Trust, had started to make charges on the account. Refer to MG’s report for an account of
the process of change over. Again this was explained at the meeting.
TGB asked if we should be trying to get more money in? It was felt that collecting boxes
could be used whenever we campaigned or had a stall at an event.
Has money been
MG thought that we should spend more!
transferred?
MG will transfer WFOE's money to Metrobank from Unity Trust as soon as possible.
TGB thanked MG for all his hard work and the group as a whole endorsed his sentiments.
JL agreed that the other major banks are not good ethically.

Coordinator’s Report:
TGB undertook to keep his report for previous year short as all activities are reported in
the notes of group meetings.
The group did have regular meetings last year in Jan, Feb, May, Aug, Oct and Dec.
It has been agreed that in 2017 we will meet bimonthly in Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sept and
Nov, maybe with a Christmas drinks get-together in December.
The group needs to try to identify causes that we do take action on. Those that came to
mind from the last year were:
1) TGB wrote to the Tooting by-election candidates with a number of questions about their
views. Three replied including the successful candidate Rosena Allin-Khan, who, in her
reply, undertook to meet us. We should take up her offer when we have something
important to discuss.
2) We manned a stall at the Animal event in Holy Trinity Church in Roehampton on
October 8. This was a low key event in a rather out-of-the-way location. TGB prepared the
stall and attended with help from Susie Morrow. We managed to raise so interest with
some attendees.
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3) SO has contributed to Wandsworth Environmental Forum (WEF) by drafting a letter to
Houda Al Sharifi, Director of Public Health, NHS Wandsworth, asking various questions
about the Wandsworth Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP), Ms Al Sharifi attended the WEF
meeting on February 16th as a result.
SO drafted a letter to the Health Director regarding Wandsworth's over-claiming (by 5 or
10 times) the air quality improvements they were quoting in recently published material
JL believed the finding should be made public from Wandsworth. SO doubts Borough will
make a very public correction, however local MPs need to be informed as does the
Wandsworth Environment Committee that figures were wrong. Originally the figures were
contained in a press release and posted on web site. It was agreed that it was not
appropriate to discuss this in detail at AGM
The AGM was closed
TGB started the main meeting by reference to the agenda and asked group members in
turn to speak. As with the last meeting it was proposed that group members briefly report
their interests and actions. These were as follows:
i) Lynne McNulty
LMcN has been monitoring the Tideway activity in the north end of King Georges Park.
Tideway is offering a drop-in session on 16 March and LMcN intends to go to to. The
lumping together of King Georges Park with Dormay Street is of concern, as one is a
brownfield site and the other a greenfield site. The ‘artist’s impressions’ of the project look
impressive, but are they credible? There has been follow up with Leone Cooper by email,
but as yet no response. A letter has gone to Justine Greening as well. LMcN is looking to
get support in expressing concern for the loss of trees. She will keep the group updated
with any further dates or developments. There is also a need for a new bat survey as the
ones carried out had failed.
Related to the issue of Kind Georges Park, LMcN wanted to draw the group’s attention to
‘Landlines’ an initiative of CPRE calling for a national strategy for land use. She thought it
a good idea for WFOE members to study this proposal.
Also related to nature and green spaces is the proposal to link up pollinator places in the
Borough. There were seminars proposed by LSX on this subject and there might be some
synergy with London Sustainability Exchange's Pollinator Paths Wandsworth project
which is to promote wildlife-friendly gardening. It launches on Saturday 6th May with a
stall at Putney Wharf. Reference the Tideway activity above, Tideway should leave the
park in the same condition as they find it once they have completed their works and so
LMcN would like to bring together LSX and Tideway. Hannah Gardiner is the contact at
LSX.
ii) Cathy Schade
As CS is new to the group she didn't really have anything specific to report except that
she is very interested in the issue of air quality which is of course very topical at the
moment.

iii) Jeanette Leigh
JL said that the Air quality Minister is Terese Coffey. Jeannette has written to
Justine Greening asking what Ms Coffey has been doing. LMcN says TC is very
active, used to work for Teresa May, but is now a junior minister at DEFRA. There
is an Air Quality Report on line. TC is not very focussed on environment; more
interested in business agribusiness etc. Both DEFRA and Natural England are
short staffed on the environmental/nature front. We are still waiting for the
Government's '25 Year Plan for the Environment'. Reference was made to Mark
Avery's email and MG suggested that we now need to use electronic media to
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learn what HMG is up to! Newspapers are not necessarily working well in reporting
HMG business. JL had also written to J Greening about air quality and is still
waiting for a reply. TGB mentioned Wandsworth Environment Forum's interest in
Wandsworth's Local Air Quality Action Plan.
The conversation progressed to the Homebase and B&Q sites and the potential
loss of mature trees due to redevelopment. JL concerned about density of
proposals. TGB noted that Wandsworth Society are working on a consultation
response, especially dealing with trees at risk. Developer is responsible for
retaining trees. The route to express concern is through town planning at
Wandsworth. Schemes submitted for planning can be looked up via planning ref. T
CS asked what the environmental value of green walls is and the consensus was
that their effect is positive as with all plants, subject to the effect of any biocides
used on them.
They seem to have given up on the
iv) Mike Grahn
trees, though the application was
refused

Mike wanted to report some cheery things:
University Collage is developing a way of measuring the damage/benefits of community
severance of streets with crossings. Tools were being developed top measure and
quantify quality and effects. Local groups can use the tools to assess accessibility. Val
Shawcross, deputy mayor for transport, is planning a 'Policy for London Walking and
Cycling' such that pedestrians and cyclists will have priority over motors for the first time.
There will be a concept of healthy streets being the standard. This is top level policy
document. Will be in the mayor’s transport plan to Ben released the next weekfollowing
the meeting. Policies will be set out in the transport plan then the Boroughs will have to
meet the stipulations of Mayor’s plan. Next years local implementation plans will have to
incorporate requirements or won't get funding. Secondly, the London Plan is being
renewed towards end of this year with likely consultation over the summer. Green spaces,
parks, massing of buildings and other top level guidelines are up for review. The
expectation is that it should be good, always assuming it is implemented. An enormous
battle with the motorist lobby is expected. Local Plans will need to meet guidance, but
WFOE should take
there is still a need to be vigilant to ensure that legislation will 'have teeth'.
part in consultation

v) Peter McLoughlin
Air quality is issue and the school run to a primary school adjacent where Peter
works is worrying. Parents leave their engine running while waiting. Council needs
to find ways to dissuade parents from transporting school children to school by
car. Teenagers and university students are driven/drive themselves to school.
Children of 21! Need to persuade the Council to enforce parking restrictions. MG
believed that different rules apply on estates. One way to tackle the problem is
through talking to children at school who might actually prefer to walk or cycle.
Children might pressure parents for more freedom. School children often take on
environmental issues with enthusiasm. The increasing use of pavements for
parking was discussed. Councillor King, at a living Streets meeting said that the
policy was to leave 1.5 metres of pavement. They don’t seem to do this, so what is
current policy? JL said that pavement parking is very bad in her street and causes
damage to the pavements. WFOE could talk to Councillors.
vi) Stuart Oliver
SO explained that the misinformation about air quality improvements was in the
Council's Inequality Action Plan. The claimed percentage reductions for the
Borough were between 4 and 12%. In fact the percentages were miscalculated, or
may have been an editing error, possibly because the percentages looked
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SO

vi) Terry Brown
TGB's comments were delivered through his Coordinator's report
3)

Comments on previous meeting note
There were no comments on the previous meeting note.
While there was a brief discussion about the Appendix to the previous meeting
note regarding use of Chemicals in Agribusiness, no action for WFOE was arrived
at. Pesticides used in agriculture spread into wild areas. BASF got too much air
time. Pesticide Action Network's main concern sheep dip. Sheep dipping kills off
flies and foot rot. LMcL: Roundup kills cats?

4)

Coordinator’s report
TGB reported that WFOE did mount an air monitor at the corner of Buckhold Road
and Neville Gill Close on February 8 and it was taken down on February 22. We
decided to test an area not in the main centre of Wandsworth. The monitoring tube
only tests NOx. The test result shows pollution levels above legal annual mean.
SO recommend WFOE issue a press release with results indicating how appalled
we are. LMcN pointed out that this is exactly the spot where trees might be
removed and pointed out the similar problem in Swandon Way where trees are
proposed to be cut down on redevelopment of Homebase and B&Q sites. The
planning applications also propose changing from commercial to residential use
and there will be increased traffic due to the Town Centre/gyratory reconfiguration
scheme. FOE stipulate a two week period for the monitor exposure and then
laboratory indicates results which are mapped nationally on line.
TGB said that it would be possible to get a pack of 10 monitors for the group, but
needs commitment from individuals that they would mount and remount the tubes.
JL needs to look into it. Have to have a ladder to put the tube high enough! It is
interesting to note that no one questioned us when mounting the monitor at 4
metres on a lamp post and the monitor remained in place untouched for the
required period.
TGB had visited the Heathrow Expansion consultation event at Putney Leisure
Centre. His impression was of unsubstantiated arguments for the economic etc.
advantages of the Heathrow expansion with elaborate (and presumably
expensive) displays. It was a completely one sided presentation, more of a PR
exercise than a consultation. Submitting comments still possible as consultation
closes on May 25. https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/heathrowexpansion-draft-airports-national-policy-statement
TGB, JL and CS attended FOE London Region meeting on February 25. The
meeting was about local group issues and then focussed on air quality. There
were mixed feelings about the event, but CL thought it was good just to meet
people concerned about the environment. TGB and JL thought the organisers
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made the classic mistake of disbursing the meeting to go to two locations to meet TGB
on street to engage passers by on the subject of air pollution. Unfortunately as the
weather was deteriorating we got fed up and went home. Feedback form was not
completed. No follow up email was sent as promised. There seems to have been
no coordinated action.
TGB is looking into divestment. While he got lost in the 'corridors of the Council' he
made a Freedom of Information (FOI) request to see if Wandsworth have any
investments in fossil fuel companies in investments or pension funds. TGB
awaiting a response. He will follow up with question about what future plans are
for Council's and Council’s subcontractors' vehicle fleets. These plans should be in
the Air Quality action plan.
TGB went to Basecamp last year and may go again this year. TGB going this year
Group was reminded that Earth day is on April 23. A march is planned in the US
on April 29 to protest Trumps actions regarding the environment and climate
change.
Also raised: Paul De Zylva email about HMG 25 year Nature Plan. LMcN thinks
HMG will not uphold European Directives on nature and the environment.
JL referred once again to Heathrow, raising the increasing likelihood that an
aircraft may come down over London impact on deaths. Someone at the FOE
gathering had suggested that 'a few deaths' was acceptable!!
For press release: planning to remove trees loose green amenity. Wandsworth
Guardian, Londoner South West, Next Door, Metro, Evening Standard and social
media. Twitter is micro-blogging website. need a Twitter Handle. FOE has 500
followers. Twitter is good for finding stuff! Library computer is likely to be old and
clunky. All recommend tablets. national NPS consultation finishes on May 25.
Wandsworth comment on Heathrow expansion
5)

WFOE proposed Local Campaigns & Activities
Air quality is a major concern.
Need to do something about Heathrow. Fourth runway will follow third. LMcN
thought there would be 'blood on the streets' before the third runway becomes a
reality. Thjere will be extra flights over nature reserves, though whether the birds
mind is not clear!
Between now and next meeting all will try to take a look at the Heathrow
consultation and we will try to formulate a WFOE response at the next meeting.
SO believes Heathrow will go ahead anyway and the public response will be
‘constructed’ to support Government action.
Trident, HST 2, big national debt.
Climate change and divestment

6)

AOB
LMcN mentioned a lease holder event talking about ‘beyond leasehold’ blocks of
flats that can be rented. Healthy communities, refer to ‘engageliverpool.com'.
Tenants can buy the freehold if 50% of lessees wish to do it.
There was a discussion about an instance where a tree died and before it could be
replaced a crossover built to park on front garden.
Also discussed, the huge animated advertisement signs going up around
Wandsworth. There is a need to campaign against them. They can be dangerous!
Advertise anything. Big TV screens. Wandsworth seem to be very much in support
of these signs and are probably making money out of them.

All
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Date of next meeting and schedule of meetings
Meetings will now be bimonthly on the second Wednesday of the month and so
the next meeting will be on May 10.
Following meetings will be:
July 12
September 13
November 8
Considering Christmas drinks sometime in December!
The meeting concluded at about 21:15 hours

Terry Brown 17/04/2017
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Appendix 1: Honorary Treasurer’s Report:
The group has a modest cash reserve made up of accumulated donations from
members dating back many years. We have had one donation during the past
year and the only group expenses were the National FoE group licence fee of £20
which was paid from the reserve.
Unfortunately, our longstanding banking provider, Unity Trust, decided to impose
account operating fees in 2016. These would have had the effect of completely
depleting our funds within a few years and so it was resolved by the group that we
change our banking provider. Alternatives were sought using the criteria that the
provider should score highly on ethical and environmental values for which we
used the toolkit on moveyourmoney.org.uk. Unfortunately, the highest scoring
institutions, Triodos and Charity Bank did not offer free accounts for groups. The
third placed bank, Co-operative did and so we started to open an account with
them. However, this proved difficult because the bank required confirmatory
paperwork from national Friends of the Earth, but did not accept the document that
was provided by FoE. In order to avoid further delay, an account was therefore
opened with the next highest scoring bank, Metro Bank. This account is now open
and we are in process of closing the account with Unity Trust and transferring the
balance.
The balance sheet for the year is shown below:
Unity Trust Account at April 2016:
Metro Bank account on opening December 2016
(Donation from a member)
Payment from Metro Bank to T. Brown re FoE group licence
Unity Trust banking fees £18.00

£303.51
£32.00

Unity Trust Account at end February 2017
Metro Bank Account at end February 2017

£285.51
£12.00

Balance of group funds at 8th March 2017

£297.51

£20.00

Estimated liabilities for 2017/18:
Provision for further banking fees at Unity Trust £16
Provision for FoE licence fees due November 2017 £20
Estimated funds available for campaigning £261
Mike Grahn, Honorary Treasurer, 8th March 2017
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